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CHAPTER I 
THE MARCH I 'IS ELF 
This thesis deals with orie topic in the quest for human dignity 
that characterized the Civil Rights movement under Dr. Martin Luther 
King. The Selma to Montgomery March of March 23 ~ 25, 1965, led by Dr. 
Martin Luther King, was a. stimulus to the Voter Registration Drive in 
Dallas and Lowndes counties in Alabama. Since this march has not here!!" 
tofore been critically examined historically, it rerrBins one of the more 
controversial events of American history in the last decade. 
The importance of voter registration drives in increasing black 
registration is described by two recent authorities: 
Blacks have rrede their greatest strides in voting 
in the political scene since the passage of the 
196.5 Voting Rights Act. Sta tis tics compiled by 
the Voter Education Project of the Southern Regional 
Council, a biracial non ... partisan organization, show 
that in 11 Southern states (Alabama, Arkansas, 
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Nor th 
Carolina~ South Carolina, Te.nness. ee, Texas,. and 
Virginia), registration of Negroes rose from 
2,194,200 in November, 1964 to 3,324,000 in spring 
and summer, 1970. In the process the proportion 
of Negroes of voting a~e registered to vote rose 
from 43 to 66 percent. 
The Voting Rights Act of 196.5 provided for the 
assignment of federal examiners to conduct regis-
tration and observe voting is sta.tes or counties 
where patterns of discriminations existed. The law 
suspended lit;eracy tests and other discriminatory 
1Richard A. Watson, Promise and Performance of American Democracy 
(New York, 1972), p. 52.5. · · - · · -
devices employed in any federal, state, local, 
general, or primary ~lection in the states of 
Alabama, Ala.ska, Georgia, Lou;tsiana, Mississippi, 
South Carolina, and Virginia, and in at least 26 
counties of North Carolina. These areas were 
identified on the basis of the legislative stipu-
lation that this act could apply to any state or 
political subdivision which (1) had maintained a 
test or device as prerequisi t,e to voting as of 
November 1, 196Li, and (2) had a total voting-age 
population with less than 50 percent :registered 
or actually voting in the 196Li Presidential 
election. 
While the main thrust of the act was concerned 
with the plight of Negro votersj implementation 
was designed to aid the economically impoverished, 
the poorly educated~ and the non .. English speaking 
minorities as well. 
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The Selma to Montgomery march began on Sunday, March 21, 1965, from 
Brown Chapel, African Methodist Episcopal, in Selma, Alabama, and con-
tinued 5h miles along Highway 80 to Montgomery, Alabama, being completed 
in a period of f:tve days. 3 
The early hours of that Sunday morning saw a community relatively 
deserted and indifferent. Veterans of earlier marches ate scr1;:1.mbled 
eggs and drank watered down coffee. Dr. Martin Luther King and the 
Reverend Andrew Young were giving last minute instructions in the tac-
2Albert P. Blaustein and Robert L. Zangrando, Civil Rights and the 
American Negro (New York, 1968), p. 566. ---- ----
~ 3The following works were especially helpful for the material pre-
sented in Chapter I: 
Renata Adler, "Letter From Selma," New Yorker (April 10, 1965), 
PP• 121-157; ~ 
Albert, P. Blaustein and Robert 1. Zangrando, Civil Rights and the 
American Negro (New York, 1968); - - - -
Richard A. Watson, Pranise and Performance of American Democracy 
(New York, 1972). · - -
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tics of non ... violence to parade marshals and security guards. Women and 
children mu.st be kept in the middle if there were shots fired, the mar-
shals mu.st remain standing, and the marchers on the inside lines were 
to kneel down. If they were beaten they were to put their hands over 
their heads and were not to use their arms far protection. If marchers 
did fall, they were to lie still as if they were dead. Everyone was to 
get to know people in his unit so that if anyone turned up missing there 
would be someone who cruld be responsible far him~ The march wa.s very 
rigidly structured to provide the best possible security. 
'Ihe marchers appeared in all kinds of dressi in denim, cassocks, 
tweed coats, ponchos, boots, sneakers, Shetland sweaters, silk dresses, 
khaki slacks, college sweatshirts, Spart shirts, fur-collared coats, 
jean jackets, and trenchcoots. They sang choruses of "We Shall Over-
come, 11 and 11A in' t Gonna Let Nobody Tu;rn Me ~Round. 11 
The crowd, arranged in colum:n,s six abreast with women and children 
in the middle, prepared to set out down Sylvan street at approximately 
one o'clock on Sunday afternoon. Thirty-two hundred people marched, 
including civil rights activists, doctors, laWYers, college students, 
labor union leaders, and clergymen. 'Ihe road was checked by army demo-
/ 
li tion teams to see if there were any bombs planted along it. President 
Lyndon B. Johnson had given a strong speech about voting rights in a 
national television appeal. Judge Frank M. Johns on granted permission 
for the march to take place. 
The crowd was growing with two lines of marchers, one facing in 
and the other facing out. A heavy security fence was backed with 
National Guardsmen and local policemen. Standing on the steps of Brown 
Chapel, Dr. King began to speak. This broke the tedium that had built 
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up since the early morning hours. Then suddenly army jeeps drove 
through the center of· the crowd. As the crowd was parted they began to 
see how large they had grown. Dr. King's speech ended, and the crowd 
sang, long and unified, 11We Shall Overcome. 11 
At last the ma.rch began. Six abreast the columns marched dowp 
Alabama. Avenue and turned right on Broad Street whi.ch leads to Route 80, 
the highway to Montgomery. As they passed over the Edmund Pettus Bridge 
they had assurance they were finally on their way. 
It was a cool and sunny day with the tempera illre in the low forties. 
People had their arms linked and filled two lanes of the frur lane high-
way, but traffic proceeded regularly in the other two lanes. Along the 
roadside m9ny spec ta tors were flashing cameras, waving Confederate 
flags, and holding up slogans written on cardboard signs. Far example, 
the signs read, "Martin Luther King, 11 ''Walk On," "Coonesville U.S.A.," 
and "Rent Your Priest Suit Here. n Several times the procession came to 
a stop for rest. Rented trucks carried portable toilets up and down 
the road. 
Ae the first day ended the caravan was seven miles .from S el.ma. 
Several hundred people were farced to reuirn to Selma because the court 
had allowed only JOO marchers to continue the second day along a two 
lane highway. There were four large tents erected on the campsite. 
Three tons of spaghetti were prepared as the marchers ate supper on 
paper plates. National guardsmen also camped around the marchers, and 
as the night descended many camp fires picturesquely dotted the country. 
side. '!he four tents provided housing, one for men, one for women, one 
far the security patrol, and one for the press. A shortage of blankets 
forced mmy marchers to huddle around an open camp fire, the only source 
of heat. 
Many- people slept very uneasily that night because of tallc that 
bombs, snakes, and mines were along the route they wrul~ take the fol .. 
lowing day. Assurances were given that army demolition teams wruld 
search thoroughly for mines and bomb111. 
As dawn came on the second day, a chilled group huddled: around camp 
fires eating oatmeal that reminded one clergyman of library paste. 
News was given ·that National Guardsmen had burned 13 fence posts, two 
shovel handles, and an outhouse belonging to a neighboring .chu.roh to 
stay warm. '.the procession began at eight o1olock and planned to oover 
17 miles to Rosa Steele's farm. The day grew warmer and many people 
put on hats, caps, and bonnets to keep from getting sunburned, At the 
end of the day's march was a station wagon which carried a medical 
team, to provide immediate medical attention if there were aµy problems. 
As the marchers crossed an intersection in Lowndes Cou.nty a woman 
bystander became hysterical because narchers were carrying the flag 
upside dawn. Mare sarcastic comments came to clergymen dressed in 
Ranan collars when people asked priests where they bought their collars 
far 50 cents and accused them of devi't'ginating nuns who marched in the 
procession. 
Some Negro bystanders were asked by Dr. King to march with them, 
but the common response was that if they did they wou.ld lose their jol?S 
or would be f at•ced to leave their rented land. It is s trang~ that in 
Lowndes County with a population 80 percent black that by March 1, 196.5, 
there was not one registered voter. One Negro laborer stated that i.f he 
did register to vote he would lose his job and l:>e put off his place. 
Many Negro children waited along the highway to wave flowers at the 
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marchers and Dr. King. 
The afternoon was ending as the march passed through the swamps of 
Lowndes county. Dr. King held a press conference at the end of the 
second day and a black mother tried to hold up her three year old son 
so that the child coo.ld see Dr. King. As it soon became too much far 
the woman, a white reporter put the child on his shoulders. 
The second night was damp and cold and the field where the mrchers 
would stay was very muddy. The tents were pitched and most of the 
marchers went to sleep early. At a gas station across the road from 
the campsite the sounds of a jukebox could be heard where young Negroes 
gathered to dance and visit. 
The next morning, Tuesday, rain began and continued all day. Even 
through the rain the determined crowd marched forward. In Selma so 
many people continued to arrive that they had to be taken into homes 
sinc.e no hotel facilities were available. The problem was how to occupy 
people 1s time during the remaining two days, because the big day of the 
march would be on Friday. As they entered the city they saw 
a sign on a large billboard showing Martin Luther King at a meeting, 
and the caption read 1tMartin Luther King at Communist School.'' The 
Selma Avenue Church of Christ, a white congregation, displayed on its 
sign 11When you pray, be not as Hypocrites are, standing in the street. 
Matt 6g5 11 and the sign outside Brown's Chapel read 11Farward Ever, Back-
ward Never, Visi tars Welcome.'' 
The march continued the third day., arriving on Tuesday evening at 
the farm of A. G. Gaston. Again the ground was wet after an all day 
rain. That evening a clergyman became very ill, and people complained 
that it was caused by the water supply. They contended that the water 
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tasted like ker os t:ine; when this charge was checked, it was dis covered 
the water was polluted, since the truck that was hauling the water had 
pumps which were regularly used for draining septic tanks. Pete Seeger 
gave a concert that evening. 
On Wedneeday, the fourth day of the march, weather was bright and 
sunny. The marchers in good spirits set out to cover seven miles. A 
minister stepped out of' line to make a telephone ca 11 at a gas s ta ti on 
and was slugged by the owner, while a free lance photographer was struck 
on the ear by a rider in a passing car, requiring three stitches. There 
seemed to be less native opposition as the march reached closer to 
Mon tg emery. 
The Montganery .Advertiser had run two pages prepared by the City 
Canmission 1s Can.mi ttee on Community Affairs asking local citizens to 
pay no attention to the march. The coverage of' the march in the South-
ern press as a whole was amusing to the marchers. "Civil Rights Led By 
Can.munists 11 was the headline in the Birmingham weekl.y Independent; the 
Selma Times Journal, whose coverage of the march was accurate, editor-
ialized abc:ut President Johnson, H1No man in any generation ••• has ever 
held so much power in the palm of his hand, and that includes Caesar, 
Alexander, Genghis Khan, Napoleon, and Franklin D. Roosevelt.,'' and the 
Wednesday Advertiser's .front page item was a one column, 21 line 
account in the lower right corner quoting the Alabama legislature's 
resolution which condemned the demonstrators for being "sexually pro .. 
miscuous." 
As the day went on the weather was quite warm. Two Negroes wrote 
"Vote" on their fareheads with suntan lotion and were photographed 
placing the American flag, Iwo Jima fashion, beside the rood. There 
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were many flags in the procession including state and church flags. 
The dialogue that ensued during the march was both humorous and 
pathetic. nThis area is a study in social psychopathology, 11 said Henry 
Schwarzschild, executive secretary of the Lawyers Constitutional Defense 
Committee. In a way, some said, the marchers were asking for a show of 
farce to make them face reality. 11And there's the ignorance, 11 said 
another civil rights lawyer. "A relatively friendly sheriff' in Sun.. 
flower County, Mississippi, warned me, confidentially, that my client 
was a 'blue-gum nigger.' ''!heir mouths are filled with pois an,' he 
said. 1Don 1t let him bite you.• •And what did you say?', aeked a 
college student marching beside him. 'What could l say? 1 the lawyer 
replied. 'I said I 1d try to be careful."' 
"The way I see this march, 11 said a young man f)'om the Student Non.,, 
violent Coordinating Com.mi ttee, 11 is as a march .from the religious to 
the secular--from the chapel to the statehruse. Far too long now, the 
Southern Negro's only refuge has been the church. That's why he prefers 
these Southern Christian Leadership Conference ministers to the Snick 
cats. But we're going to change all that. 114 
11! 1m worried, though, about the Maoists, 11 said a student. "What 
do you mean by that, exactly?" asked another marcher. "A Maoist. !ou 
know. From the Mau Mau. 11 5 
'!hat afternoon Dr. King and his wife left the march to attend a 
dinner given in his honor in Cleveland, Ohio. As the march drew to an 
4Renata Adler, 11 Letter From Selma,'' New Yorker (April 10, 196.5), 
p. 149. -.-
5rbid. 
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end that day they were outside the state capital at, the fourth camp-
si te--the Catholic Parish of St. Jude. The tents had been pitched 
before their arrival and as they marched onto the groonds they sang 11We 
Have Overcome." 
On the last night, the narch looked like a large pep rally before 
a football game. '!here appeared to be a feeling of confidence and se. 
curity because th-ey had at last arrived. '!hat night the gates were 
opened, thousands of people pouring in from Selma. and Montgomery. A 
large cast of entertainers was scheduled for the evening, but it was 
late getting started. Thousands of p19ople crowded around the platform 
to see and hear Shelly Winters, Sammy Davis, Jr., Tony Perkinsj Tony 
Bennett, and Nina Simone. A number of girls in the crowd collapsed 
and had to be carried to the stage where Shelly Winters tried to give 
assistance. More entertainers that were there included Dick Gregory,. 
Nipsey Russell, Mike Nichols, and Elaine May. 
At 2:00 A.M. the entertainment and speeches were over, and the 
performers left for a Montg<lllery hotel which was surrounded all night 
by local residents shouting segregationist chants. 
On 'Ihursday morning the narch expanded and pulled its elf together. 
It finally seemed as if the entire group in the narch were coming alive 
to face the climactic confrontation of standing before the state capital. 
Signs were present that explained v-arious points of view. Some of the 
signs read, 11 The Peace Corps Knows Integration Works," 11So Does Canada," 
HAmerican Indians, 11 "Freedom11 in Greek letters, 11 Out of Vietnam Into 
S elm.a, 11 and "The Awe and Wonder of Human Dignity We Want to Maintain." 
There seemed to be a problem aboot who should march first, and it 
was agreed that the original 300 narchers and the leaders shculd lead 
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the procession. Each of these leading figures was given 89 cent orange 
plastic jackets, the same type worn by parade 11\9.rshals. Sane argued 
that the entertainers who had performed the night before should lead 
the march. Roy Wilkins, of the National Aeeooiation for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, supported the view that the leaders and original 
300 marchers should lead the demonstration. 
As the pr ooession began to take form the quibbling stopped with 
the original 300 marchers leading followed by Martin Luther King, Ralph 
Bunche, A. Philip Randolph, the Reverend Ralph Abernathy, the Reverend 
Fred L. Shuttlesworth, Charles G. Gomillion, the Reverend F. D. Reese, 
and other civil-rights leaders; behind them came the grandfather of 
Ji:mm.ie Lee Jacks on, the Negro boy who had been shot in nearby Perry 
County, and the Reverend Orloff Miller, a friend of the Reverend James 
Reeb, who had been beaten with Reeb on the night of Reeb 1s murder; and 
behind them came a crowd of more than 30,000 people, 
The march began into the streets of Montganery. Many appeals to 
join the march were made by parade marshals who marched cut.side the 
regular procession to people standing on the 1:1idewalks. 11Come and 
march with us! 11 were shouts to Negro bystanders. "You can't make your 
witness standing on the corner. Come march with us. We 1re going down-
town. 'lhere •s nothing to be afraid of. Come and march with us 111 
'lhe march eventually passed through lOL. intersections to reach its 
destination. In the middle of Montgomery, at the Jefferson Davis Hotel, 
colored maids were looking out of the windows and the white clientele 
was standing on the hotel marquee. Ahead at the Whitley Hotel, colored 
porters were looking out the windows on the other side. 
At the intersection of Montgomery and Dexter Avenues a marcher 
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looked to see people still caning from St, Jude 119 parish grounds where 
they had stayed the night before. The march continued up Dextex- Avenue 
to the state Capitol. 'Ihe 300 arange-ja cketed marchers farmed the first 
lines in front of the speakers' pla tfarm. A few green-clad Alabama 
officers blocked the Capitol steps, covering the bronze star that marked 
the spot where Jefferson Davis was inaugurated President o£ the Con.fed .. 
eracy. A plywood shield had been constructed on orders of Governor 
George Walla oe II to keep the S. o. B. King fr om desecrating the cradle of 
the Confederacy." Martin Luther King did draw a larger crowd that day 
than any leader of the Confederacy had ever drawn, 
On the platform the first group of entertainers appeared: Joan 
Baez; the Chad Mitchell Trio; Peter, Paul, and Mary; and Harry Bela,f'onte. 
lhen Len Chandler, a young Negro folk singer who had marched most of the 
way, appeared on the platform, and at once the crowd joined in his 
singing. 
You 1ve got to m,ove when the spirit say move, 
Move when the spirit say move, 
When the spirit say moire, you 1ve got to move, 
Oh, Lard, 6 
You got to move when the spirit say move. 
The following verse;:; were changed by Len Chandler by using "move" 
to "walk," 11march, 11 "vote,'' "picket,'' ncool it,n and "love." Joan Baez, 
who was wearing a purple velvet dress and a large bronze crucifix, broke 
into the frug. 
The invocation was given by a rabbi, and then the speeches began. 
After the Reverend Andrew Young and the Reverend Ralph Abernathy spoke, 
6 Renata Adler, ''Letter Fran Selma," New Yorker (April 10, 196.5), 
P• 1.5.5, 
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the crowd turned toward the American flag and sang the national anthem. 
The next speaker, the Reverend Theodore Gill, president of the San 
Francisco Theological Seminary, gave a very simple prayer: "Forgive us 
our trespasses. 11 Then came Whitney Young of the Urban League and John 
Lewis of SNCC. All the speaker·s made cutting rema.rkeJ about Governor 
Wallace and the brutality that the state of Alabama had shown to the 
Negroes. Then Ralph Bunche and A. Philip Randolph spoke about divisions 
in the Black Civil Rights movement. 
Throughout the speeches the crowd applauded politely, but gave no 
sign of real enthusiasm. SCLC AND SNCC leadere seemed to be equally 
popular, with the NAACP and the U,rban League less popular, in that 
they were more active in other eta.tee than they were in Alabama.. 
Albert Turner of Marion, Alabama, where Jim.my Lee Jackeon was mur-
dered, said from the platform, 11I look worse than anybody else on the 
stage. That 1s because I marched 50 miles •11 Then he read the Negro 
voting statistics from Perry County, Alabama. When he said, "We are 
not satisfied, 11 the crowd gave him a rousing cheer. He looked down at 
his orange jacket and smiled. Mrs. Amelia Boynton spoke; during the 
previous demons '!Ta tions she had been kicked, baa ten, and jailed, for 
what some members of the press had come to call "resisting assault." 
Rosa Parks, the mother of the movement because she had set off Dr. 
King's first demonstration when she was jailed for refusing to yield 
her seat to a white man on a bus in Montgomery, Alabama, received the 
most enthusiastic cheers of all. 
Finally Dr. King began to speak, and the crowd began to be subdued. 
Gradually it began to be stirred again. By the time Dr. King reached 
the refrains--nLet us march on the ballot boxes. We're on the move now, 
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How long? Not long, 11 and the final singing ''Glory, glory, hallelujah!, 11 
the crowd was with him all the way. 
The director of the march, Hcsea Williams, of SCLC, said some 
concluding words, remarking that there should be no lingering in Mont-
gomery that night and exhorting the crowd to leave quietly and with 
dignity. Then came the last rendition of "We Shall Overcome. 11 Within 
ten minutes Dexter Avenue was cleared of all but the press and the 
troopers. 
One very interesting issue of the march was its ccst and how it 
was financed. The pay, subsistence and operating expenses of 1,863 
Alabama National Guardsmen federalized by President Johns on cost United 
States taxpayers $12.5, 000. 'Ihe expenses of about i,o FBI agents, United 
States marshals and other federal representatives, cost $25,000. Out .. 
lays by Negro leaders for campsites, tents, and other equipment were 
announced as $50, 000. Donations of food, medical facilities, and equip-
ment kept costs down. Transportation costs for two Regular Army mili .. 
tary police battalions sent from Fort Bragg, North Carolina, 111.nd Fort 
Hood, Texas, were described by the army as "considerable, 11 with an 
exact tabulation to be made later. Expenses of the marchers--many of 
whom traveled from distant points--were estimated by civil rights lead-
ers to be ttin excess of $100,000. 11 Most paid their own expenses, but in 
some cases, churches, and other organizations footed the bill for their 
representatives in the march. 
This chapter has tried to cover different dimensions of the march 
which directed civil rights advocates from the church to the state 
capitol and from the pulpit to the Supreme Court. Such a graphic por-
trayal shows how the mood of civil rights was expressed in an open and 
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orderly a tternpt to affect social change. Deeply committed individuals 
were willing to leave their daily routines and risk their lives in a 
rrarch which they believed to be a graphic manifestation of the need to 
bring abcut equal opportunity in voting to show that democracy was a 
workable system. If American democracy was going to function at all 
levels it meant that all members of society should have the opportunity 
to participate in the electoral democratic processes. A recurring theme 
in American history is clearly expressed.$ in that a quasi-religious 
movement such as the civil rights activity had started with intercession 
to God and had ended in petitioning the Supreme Court, Congress, and 
the President for redress against inequities in the democratic process. 
CHAP.VER II 
THE BACKGROUND OF THE MARCH 
This chapter will cover the background of the Selma to Montgomery 
March and examine issues that prompted the civil rights demonstration 
of March 23 - 25, 1965. Selma Wa$ a logical point to begin mince there 
had been previous efforts that year to register Negro voterso There 
had also been a federal court order banning such a march. 
Dr. Martin Luther King had made it perfectly clear that 1965 was 
to be the year of the vote. Political action is the opening needed for 
the future. "It is now obvious," he said, "that the basic elements so 
vital to Negro advancement can only be achieved by seeking redress from 
government at local, state» and federal levels. To ~o this, the vote 
is essential. 111 
This was the work of Dr. King's movement, to encourage and support 
the Blacks so that they could register and become active participants 
in southern politicso Control of Alabama politics thus continued with 
white leadership in social and economic life, which kept the political 
machinery running. To give political control to relatively uneducated 
Blacks who were unequipped for administration would be self-defeating. 
Voter Rights Demonstrations for a constitutional change by civil dis-
obedience forced the President, Congress 9 and Supreme Court to react 
1Editorial: "Year of the Voteg 
(March 26, 1965), P• 4. 
The How ol.nd Whither," Life 
-
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under heavy emotion. Defenderi of the demonstrations maintain that 
certain southern states were perverting the literac? tests and there-
by violating the Fifteenth Amendmento The demonstrations, said critics, 
embody a newly rising campaign of civil disobedience and television 
oriented displays that culminated for the moment in the Selma affair 
and the White House sit-in. 2 The White House sit-in of March, 1965, 
brought to the President a growing public dissatisfaction with previous 
Civil Rights inequitieso 
President JohnBon 1 s administrationf according to 
critics, was trying to give in to demonstrators» to 
give them their way in the hope that they would 
quiet downo Beneath the surface, these critics 
charged, the key method for change had become a 
civil disobedience campaign staged for television. 3 
The March for Change in 1965 traversed an area that had seen bit-
ter fighting during the Civil War. This, and other precendents, had 
been established in the attitudes that had existed from before 1865, 
Deep-seated anxiety between races, insulated by 100 years of time, 
could produce nothing but more pronounced hostility. One effort to 
keep the Black in a lower social level had been to deny him the privi-
lege of voting and thus of entering political processes that could 
bring a,bout change. 
Furthermore, Selma still had in its Municipal Code an Ordinance of 
1852 stating that any Negro eeen in public smoking a cigar would re-
ceive 40 lasheso This is an example of some of the racial codes that 
Blacks were subjected to before the Civil War, codes which continued 
211Amendment by Civil Disobedience," Nationii.l Review (April 6, 
1965), PP• 268-269. 
3Ibid. 
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after the Civil War ended slavery yet did not rid southern society of 
unfair treatment of the Blacks. Thus, in 1965 the act of nBrching 
toward the historic capital of the old Confederacy was a representation 
incarnate that times were changing and that attempts were heing made to 
change former wrongs. 
The Selma to Montgomery March was not the first demonstration for 
Civil Rights in Alabama. That had occurred in 1956 in the Negro bus 
boycott, which ended after 380 days in a victory for the Negroes when a 
federal court barred racial segregation on the bus es. The Negro revolu-
tion gained strength in 1961, when Freedom Riders from the North travel ... 
led to Alabama. Birmingham, Alabama, was a center for racial 
demonstrations in 1963, when police dogs were used against Negroes who 
defied the ban on street marches. 
The voter registration drive was an attempt to make it legal for 
unregistered Black voters to vote. The Selma to Montgomery March was a 
demonstration to the nation that there was a concerned number of citi-
zens who wanted to drarra tize the plight of the Black who was not able 
to vote. A demonstration like the rr:arch led by Dr. King showed the 
nation and the world that there were problems in democratic processes 
and that he was trying to help the Black community to change this 
situation. 
The resistance to the voting registration drive and accompanying 
demonstrations in Selma had been strong during an eight week period, 
with 3, 000 people being jailed. A young Negro, Jimmy Jacks on, had been 
slain in Marion, Alabama j a nearby city. The first march attempted 
from Selma on March 7, 1965, had met a heavy setback when Alabana state 
troops broke it up, using horse mounted troops, tear gas, chains, and 
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whips to disperse marchers as they knelt in prayer. 
The influence of outeide demonstrators, especially 300 clergymen 
an~weri:ng the appeal given by denominational leaders throughout the 
country, culminated in the death of the Reverend James Reeb, a 38-year~ 
old Unitarian minister from Bo,ton. The Reverend Mr. Reeb was attacked 
and struck with a blunt instrument that caused his death. Four men 
were later arrested by FBI agents and charged with murder. 
The city of Selma had been especially chosen by Dr. King to begin 
the 1965 registration drive because it was in the middle of a five-
county area where Negroes were in the majority but where very few were 
registereC to vote. In Dallas County the 1960 census listed 14,500 
white adults, and 9,500 were registered voters. Negroes accounted for 
57.7% of the county's total population of 55,000, but only 600 Negroes 
were registered voters. 4 
In Lowndes County, which is the adjoining county, the 1960 census 
lists 1,900 white and 5,122 Negro residents of voting age, but Lowndes 
had no Negro voters. There were also no Negro voters in adjacent 
Wilcox County, which h&d a population 75% Negro.5 
The plight of the Black voter in much of the South is revealed in 
the following analysis. 
The extent of Negro political deprivation is most 
vividly shown by some statistics. Where about 68% 
of the eligible Negroes are registered to vote in 
Chicago (as against 78% of whites), less than 7% of 
Missiseippi 1 s 450,000 are registered. According to 
the 1963 report of the Commission o• Civil Rights 
4"It Looks Like A 1Hot Summer' - With Selma the Beginning," 
News~ World Report (March 22, 1965), P• 33. 
5Ibid. 
u. s. 
-
on registration procedures, in 100 Southern cou•tie$ 
where discrimi~atory practice, were used to limit 
Negro voters, o~ly 8.3% of the total 668,802 eligible 
Negroes were cleared to vote. In mal!Y rural part~ of 
these districts the percentage was much lower •••• 
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Five da.;ys after receivi:mg the Nobel Prize, Dr. King was in a 
Selma, Alabama jaiL7 He had taken time out for the Atlanta ovation 
from the voter registration campaign which he had promised in his Jan-
uary 2, 1965, speech i• Brown Ch&pel. FifteeA hundred Negroes were 
arrested in Selma the week of February 1, bringing the total arrested 
in Selma si•ce mid-Ja1tuary, 1965, to 3,3000 8 In jail for four days, 
Ki:mg duly dramatized the incide~t before posting $200.00 bo~d and se-
curing releaae. The campaig• co~ti~ued and gathered momentu~ until it 
reached its climax &ix weekm later when attentio~ was turned on Selma. 
Af~er the breaki:tig up of the March 7 attempt, President Lyndon 
Johnson i~tervened. Following a conference with Negro leaders Roy 
Wilkins, James Farmer 1 the Revere•d MartiR Luther Kii.ag 1 Jr., and Whit-
mey M. Youlllg, Jr., the President on March 15 assured the Negro lead-
ers, "we shall overcome." He promised that a r:,.ew C;i. vil Right1B Bill 
would be proposed before a joint session of Congress a~d that in it he 
would ask for legislation removi:i:;ig restrictions o~ voti:r!lg for Negroes. 
Thus, the Negro Leadership, which had set out i:m Selma 
to dramatize the issue of votes for Negroes i~ some 
States and cou~ties of the So~th where barrier~ e~ist 1 
6Editorial: "Year of the Vote: The How and Whither,'' bJ!.! 
(March 26, 1965), Po 4o 
7Be:n.jamiR Musep The America)'l. Neg:ro Revolution (Bloomilllgto:m, 
I~dialll.a, 1968), Po 163, 
8lbid. 
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achieved its purpo•e with spectacular effect.9 
The mappi11g of the route of the Selma march was a very important 
detail. It was agreed to by former Florida governor Leroy Collins (a 
mediator senii by President Johnson}v Selma's mayor Roy Smitherman, 
Alabama State Trooper Al Lingo~ and Sheriff Jim Clark. The marchers 
. 
would be allowed to cross the Edmund Pettus Bridge, where they had been 
accosted on March 7, 1965. There were mi~ed emotions in the group for 
key decisions had to be madeo The way for the march had been provided 
and Dr. King would be put in a strategic position after he conferred 
with federal and state authorities. 
This decision was in a speech given by Dr. Kirig on March 25, 1965, 
at Brown Chapel AME in Selma, Alabama. The issue was the powerful 
decision of Dr. King to seek to go ahead with the march in spite of the 
obstacle of a federal court order banning the march. 
His unsuspecting listeners settled into a respectful 
hush a&S he spoke of hill! "painful and difficult deci-
siono" Said King with great emotion: "I have made 
my choice. I have got to march. I do not know what 
lies ahead of uso There may be beatings, jailings, 
tear gas. But I would rather die on the highways of 
Alabama than make a butchery of m:y conscience! There 
is nothi:t:Jg more tragic in all this world than to know 
right and not do it. I cannot stand in the midst of 
all these glaring evils and not take a stand. There 
is no alter5ative in conscience or in the name· of 
morality • 11 . 
A direct and stirring speech by the President, a nation's con-
science pricked by the sight of brutality and heroism in Alabama 1 a 
Congress suddenly unified and determined to act--these were the. elements 
9"Climax Near in Negro Revolt,"~.§.:. News~ World Report 
(March 29, 1965), Po 27. 
lO"Civil Rights," ~ Magazine (March 19, 1965), P• 26. 
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which the Selma to Montgomery March was able to combine and thus mark a 
turning point in American race relations. For the first time since Re-
construction, a federal law wae in prospect which at last would give 
the southern Negro the right to voteo It broke through one of the 
principal barriers blocking Negroes from exercising their citizenship. 
Never before has federal law proved adequate to guar-
antee Negro suffrage in all parts of the United States. 
Despite an. array of constitutional provisio~s and spe-
cific pieces of legislation such as the Civil Righte 
Act of 1964•ooSouthern Negro attempts to obtain the 
vote had been generally confounded by what Preeident. 
J"ohnson called the "systematic and ingeifous diecrimi-
na.tion.11 of white supremacist officialso 
Confident in the assumption that Article One, Section Two of the 
Constitution reserved for them the complete right to determine voter 
qualifications, several southern states had traditionally employed ma:rzy 
devices to deny voting rightso One of the most popular was literacy 
tests, used widely in Mississippi, Louisiana, ~nd Alabama. The re-
quirements would shift according to the race of the applicant. 
Until the daily demon$trations in Washington 1 D. C. during the 
week of the Selma March there were no attempts to correct such in-
equalities by moving along the cautious path of judicial process. The 
White House demonstrations included: on March 24, 1965, the White 
House was visited by .a group of foreign priests for .an hour to listen 
to President Johnson share him feeli:ngll!l about Civil, Rightso Two days 
later a dozen young Civil Rights protesters broke away from a White 
House tour and sat near the door of the Oval Office for the President 
to hear them sing "We Shall Not Be Move do 11 'l'he next day, on Friday, 
11Editorial: "Year of the Vote: The How and Whither,"~ 
(March 26, 1965), p, 4o 
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pickets moved across Pennaylvania. Avenue singing "Just You Wait for 
1 68." Thia ca.used security precautions to be tigntened at the White 
Houae. 12 Utilizing meoha.nillma provided by the Civil Rights Acts of 
1957 and 1960, the Juatice Depa.rtrne~t had by March 1, 1965, brought 
some 70 voting rights suits in federal courts. A Supreme Court ruliEg 
after 1964 allowed the Attorney General to sue the state, rather than 
the local authority, if discriminatory practices grew out of a state 
law. But the procedure was very slow, expensive, and ineffective. 
There had been few large victorieaG For the most part Negroes were 
being denied permission to vote just as they were before the passage 
of the Civil Rights Act. 
On March 29, 1965, President Johnson recommended new legislation 
which would short-circuit the delay in voting by permitting federal 
registr~rs to move in where a discriminatory pattern exists. It would 
simplify voter qualification te~ts in these cases, On March 29, 1965, 
President Johnson went before a joint session of Congress and the 
American people on television where he introduced the substance of the 
1965 Voting Rights Act. This was after the tragedy of Selma where 
three persona were murdered. The proposed legislation would: (1) 
give the federal government the responsibility for registering voters 
in areas where discrimination was evident; (2) suspend literacy tests 
or similar voter qualification devices i~ states and voting di~triots 
that had lee, than 50 percent of voting age residents registered in 
1964 or actually voting in the 1964 presidential election; (3) allow 
12"What the Negro Vote Will Do to South," 
Report (March 29, 1965), Po 320 
U. s. News & World 
----...........--,. 
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for the appointment of federal voting examiner$ to go into areas to 
register Negroes; (4) with this action taken by the federal government 
it would be able to overcome any resistance to voting for Negroes that 
had been used by state governments; (5) seek to abolish the use of poll 
taxes which had formerly stopped many people from voting who were not 
able to pay a fee so they could voteo 
The legislation that w&s introduced seemed to possess unassailable 
constitutional sanction for change. While individual states retain the 
ultimate right to set voter qualifications, this implies no right to 
discriminate racially. To deal with the specific point two amendments, 
the Fourteenth and Fifteenth, had been ratified shortly after the Civil 
War. They assert the full citizenship of former ~laves and guarantee 
that no state may deny or abridge their right to vote. These amend-
ments thrust far into territory ordinarily governed by states rights 
provisions, so far~ in fact, that according to ~arvard constitutional 
lawyer Arthur Sutherland, "Congress llas all the power it needs to pass 
the President 1 s voting rights bill~-and some left over. The Fifteenth 
Amendment {"isJ a blank check."13 
What happened during the Selma to Montgomery March shows how pub~ 
lie indignation, Eweeping the country like chain lightning, could force 
an action that had been blocked by partisanship and governmental apathy 
for nearly 100 years. At the same time, the wave of sympathy born in 
Selma was expected to reach into other areas of racial injustice and 
make the victory in Selma infinitely greater. There is another impor-
tant dimension to the Selma to Montgomery epi~ode. As thousands of 
l3Editoria.J,.: "Year of the Vote: The How and Whither,"~ 
(March 26, 1965), P• 4~ 
sympathizers ca.me to Selma; 
••• nuns, debutantes, psychiatrists, banjo players, 
Senators' wives, stock clerks, sculptors, social 
workers, social climbers, dropouts--and for most 
of the month--they lived in Selma's Negro quar-
ter, ehared the Negro's food and miF1ery, sang his 
songs, and scorned his oppreH,ors; helped inspire 
a new guilt, a new social conscience, a new voting 
bill in America; helped instill in Alabama, among 
many illiterate and uninspired Negroes, a strange 
hope that after the bridge had been crossed, after 
Montgomery finally had been reached, everything 
would somehow be all right, a kind of miracle would 
occur- it would be 1 ike Lourdes1~nd the faithful 
might toms away their crutches. 
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The tourist would feel cheatedo Many would wonder if perhaps the 
whole experience of Selma was merely a show, a circus now moved to 
another town. They would not realize as they see Selma with innocent 
tourist eyes, that they are being watched by whites who suspect them of 
the worst, who despise them. Selma's whites regard all strangers-
tourists, civil-rights workers, Government agents, newsmen-as "outside 
agitators," people who do not understand, do not know history, do not 
know that long before Martin Luther King ca.me marching through Selma 
there had been another man named William King and that he had helped 
shape the destiny of the city that was still unbroken despite the 
revolution of 1965. 
By 1840, Selma was the heart of Alabama's booming cotton economy, 
and there were considerably more slaves than whites; but the whites, 
while continuing their genteel existence, dabbled in politics, culture 
and horse racing. 
During the Civil War, Selma became a center for cotton and gun-
14a. Tdese, "Where is the Spirit of Selma Now?," !2::! York Times 
Magazine (May 30, 1965), P• 9. 
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ma.king; and as the city wa• •erved by both river and railroad it became 
an ideal •upply depot and indu•trial cent~r for the Confederate State,. 
It 11110 became in the apring of 1865 a major military objective of the 
Union. 
On April 2, 1865, Selma wa• attacked by 9,000 Union soldiers, in-
cluding a Negro regiment, who overwhelmed the 3,000 Confederate defend-
.er• and de•troyed the city. They burned homes and public building~, 
butchered horse•, de•troyed 35,000 bales of cotton, and then, discover-
ing barrel• of whi•key that the Con.federates did not have time to de· 
stroy, they continued to sack the city through a wild and dru,nken night. 
Perhap• no part of Alabama wa• more ravaged by the war ud Rec.on-
·struction than Selma, and much of the bitterness has remained. It may 
account in part for the fact that shortly after the United States Su-
peme Court's aohool desegregation decision in 1954, Selma became the 
first Alabama city to organize a Citi~ens Council; a.n.d this bitterness 
too, may have helped shape racial view, of 111uch native sons as T. Eugene 
(Bull) Connor, the Police Cqmisaioner who led dogs and directed fire-
hoses against Negro demonstrators in Birmingham; and Leo~ard Wilson, a 
University of Alabama student who in 1965 led a campus movement aimed 
at preventing the Negro student, Autherine Lucy, from attending classes 
there; and James G. Clark, Jr., Selma's sheriff and its symbol of segre-
gation, who when a.eked by ~ewsmen if he had any hero who influenced his 
thinking, unhesitatingly :replied, "Nathan Bedford Forrest. n· 
Nathan Forrest was the Confederate General who tried to defend 
Selma from 9,000 "outside agitators" in 1865, and Sheriff Cla.:rk saw 
himself, 100 years later, as trying to do the same thing. They both 
failed. Their failure• were followed by quietude. But sea.rs remain. 
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The scare are not easily spotted by tourists who visit Selma today, 
but they are there, sometimes on the surface of the city, sometimes 
beneath. There is a quiet hate now between large numbers of Selma's 
white and black citizens, a reaction not unlike that which existed 
after the Battle of Selma in 18650 
Today mal;\Y' Selma whites who formerly referred to 
Negroes as 11 colored folks" are snapping out with 
"nigger;" and Negro hitchhikers, who once could 
easily get a ride into town from the outskirts, 
today are waiting long hours along the road and 
usually end up walking. It is said truit nearly 
200 Negroes have lost their jo£' in Selma since 
the demonstration began there. 
After the demonstrations and parades in June, 1965, the schools 
were still segregated. The YMCA, the swimming pool, the jail, the 
restaurants and hotelm were not officially segregated, but Negroes felt 
so unwelcome that they stayed away; only an extremely brave Negro would 
dare to test the laws in a hostile atmosphere. 
Most of the churches, though they denied it, were segregated--
segregated in spirit, segregated in the sense that the white parish-
ioners would rather not see Black men in the pews on Sunday to put it 
mildly. That included most of Selma's Jews who attended Temple Mishkan 
Israel, most of Selma's Catholics who attend~d the Church of the Assump-
tion, and most of the white Protestants who attended other churches. 
Negro requests for representation on the Selma police force were 
denied on the grounds of insufficient funds and no immediate plans to 
add new patrolmen; and Negro chances for full employment in skilled 
positions in Selma 0s businesses were not improved by Civil Rights 
l5Ibid., p. 4lo 
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demonstration~. The relationship between the Negro job seeker and 
white employer was at a very low point, and much of the animosity 
sprang from the fact that man;y Negroes began to bt!Y from the few Negro 
merchants or to go outside Selma for shopping. This only infuriated 
the white merchant in Selma, and in the cases where a white merchant 
catered to Negro trade it hurt him financially. Jt hats caused more 
anxiety when white merchants refused to hire Negro sales clerks because 
they came face to face with white customerso 
Because of the action~ in Selma and Montgomery, as well as Dr. 
King's marchers and martyrs, black and white, southern Negroes will 
have an excellent chance of getting the vote. ~nfranchisement is psy-
chologically crucial to the political image of the Blacks, but the day 
of its importance may be many years away. Apathy is forever waiting to 
take over when the brutality of the demonstrations ends. The voter 
registration drive which Dr. King led in ~ontgomery may be the last one 
needed because officials greeted it with cooperation instead of 
opposition. 
In the same sense there is no call for white complacency or self-
satisfaction at having found a just legislative answer to the voting 
rights question. There may never be another rights issue so neatly and 
easily settled, because it appears for now to have exhausted the possi-
bilities of legislated redress. 
The number of Negroes registered to vote in Alabama had increased 
from 6,000 in 1947, to 110 1 000 in Novemb~r, 19640 Yet 370,000 Negroes 
of voting age, approximately 70 percent of the totalv still were not 
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• .i. d 16 regis~ere. In the Black Belt hardly any progress had been ma.de. In 
Dallas Co-u,nty, of which Selma is the center, Negroes comprised 57 per-
cent of the total population, but at the beginning of 1965, only 335 
Negroes were registered to vote. In contraetj 9,543 whites were on the 
voting list. 17 
Selma, sometimes called the capital of the Black Belt, was a city 
of 30,000 population situated on the bank of the Alabama River. The 
main purpose of Dro King and his associates was to organize Alabama 
Negroes to demand their rights and to bring their grievances to the 
attention of the nation. In the objective of placing Negroes immedi-
ately on Alabama voting lists, little was expected and less accom-
plished. In Selma, in addition to the familiar tactics of obstruction 
and delay, the registration functioned only two days a month, although 
as a concemsion to Dr. King 1 s campaign, applicants on other days were 
allowed to sign an appearance sheet to get into line for next attention. 
As summarized in the New York Ti.,m_El!, ~ga.zine of March 14, 1965: "Selma 
has succeeded in limiting Negro registration to a :snail's pace of about 
145 persons a year. At this rate it will talce about 103 years to 
18 
register the 15,000 eligible Negro voters of Dallas Countyo 11 
But denial of the vote to Negroes was the di~crimination that the 
American people were most nearly united in condemning. On any typical 
day in Selma in January, 1965, Negroes from city and farm converged on 
l6Muse, ~ American Negro Revolution, p~ 163. 
17 Ibidq 7 PPo 163-164. 
18Martin Luther King, Jr., "Civil Right No. 1 - The Right to 
Vote,"~ York Times Ma.ga.zin~ (March 14, 1965), PPa 26-27, 94-95· 
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the campaign headquarters at Brown Chapel and marched to the courthouse, 
there to be banned by Sheriff Clark and his helmet posse and ordered to 
disperse. 
As usual in the Negro movement, a stormy religiou, note guided the 
campaign in Selma. Negroes often knelt on the street i~ praJ'er, led by 
one of the many clergymen among them, they prayed even for Sheriff 
Clark. They sang hymns and they sang "We Shall Overcome" and all the 
familiar Civil Rights songso Some new songis developed in Selma, for 
example: 
Police cars are the Berlin Wall, 
Berlin Walli Berlin Wall, 
Police cars are the Berlin Wall, 
In Selma, Alabama. 
We're goi:tltS' to stand here till it falls, 
Till it falls, till it falls, 
We're going to stand here till it falls, 
In Selma, Alabama. 
Love is the thing that'll make it fa.11 1 
Make it fall, make it fall, 
Love is the thing that'll make it fall, 
In Selma, Alabamaol9 
A small batd of Alabama whites who hated injustice to Negroes also 
made an appearance in Selma. All honor must be paid them; their action 
required a special kind of intestinal fortitude. "Concerned White 
Citizens of Alabama." they called themselves, :some 60 professors, 
businessmen, school teachers, housewives, and others led by the Reverend 
Joseph Ellwanger of St. Paul's Lutheran Church in Birmingham. They 
staged a one-and-a-quarter-mile march to the Dallas County Courthouse 
on March 6, 1965. Teari.-i trickled down the cheeks of some of the women 
among them as crowds of Selma whites cursed, insulted, and jeered them. 
l9Muse, The American Negro Revolution, p. 1650 
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The large scale movement of Negro population into the major indus-
trial centers of the nation, which began during World War I and con-
tinued thereafter at a steadily mounting tempo, introduced marked 
changes into Negro church life. Many of the urban churches became much 
more formal and restrained~ The emotionalism of earlier days declined, 
"spirituals" were sung leH frequently, the itinerant evangelist was 
less prominent, and preaching gave lees emphasi, to othe::r,-worldly 
aspects of faitho 20 
Attention wai, increasingly devoted to advancing the interests of 
the Negroes through practical action. The Supreme Court decision of 
1954, which put an end to the 11 eepa.rate but equal11 doctrine in public 
education, triggered a maHive Civil Rights movement in which Negro 
churches played a prominent role. A spectacular illustration of this 
was the bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1955 - 1956, which was 
led by the local Negro clergy ar.i.d which made Martin Luther King, Jr., a 
national figure. Subsequent "freedom rides" to eliminljl.te discrimina-
tion in interstate travel, "sit-ins" and lldemonstrations" to obtain 
equal access to public accommodations, and voter registration drives, 
were usually planned and organized in the Negro churches and often led 
21 by their pastors. 
A new phase of the struggle began in 1956, when the Negroes of 
Montgomery, Alabama., put an end to segregated seating in the city's 
public truisporta.tion. The leader of this demonstration was a young 
20winthrop s. Hudso~, Reli~ion 1! America. (New York, 1965), 
P• 352, 
21Ibido 
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Negro Baptist Minister, Martin Luther King, Jr., who was to become the 
principal architect of a d~ive to attack all forms of segregation 
through nonviolent actiono 
Negro clergymen and particularly Negro college students rallied to 
his support, as did leaders of the northern white churcheso Several 
organizations, including the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
of which Dr. King became President, were formed to push the program of 
nonviolent resistanceo By 1962, the movement had spread to northern 
citieB, when the focal points of concern were discrimination in 
housing, emplqyment, a~d "de facto" school segregation. 
As a founder of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, a 
religiously motivated organization dedicated to racial justice, Dr. 
King became one of the most powerful and controversial figures in the 
Civil Rights Movemento A winner of the Nobel Peace Prize (1964) Dr. 
King was a Baptist minister whose credo of 11nonviolence 11 was firmly 
bamed on Christian principleso Jailed several times for his "extrem-
ist" views, he had also been repudiated by some Negroes as an imprac-
tical idea.list whose progra.m was too moderate to be effective. His 
ultimate death at the hand of an assassin in Memphis, Tennessee, came 
at a point in his career when he was attempting to weld the poor and 
unemployed, white and black, into a viable social and political group. 
This was part of the spirit of Selma, part of the reason that the 
quiet southern city of 30,000 became a. hot spot on the map of the 
world, then a tourist attractionv although many tourists were not sure 
why it attracted them. It had been described, after all, in various 
ways: a shrine of segregation9 a bacchanalia for beatniks, a gentle 
southern city noted for its ~ntebellum mansions, a victimized little 
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town that was converted by the demonstrators a~d the press into a 
national stage upon which to dramatize scenes between Alabama's black 
a:ragels and its white devils. 
If o:n.e would vililit Selma today one would see children on bicycles; 
young men in sports ca.rs; farmer• loading ,upplies; businessmen stroll-
ing into the corner drugstore for a cup of coffee. They would see no 
marchers. They would hear no ome yelling "Freedom Nowt'' or singing 
"We Shall Overcome." 
CHAPTER III 
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KINCS'S RELATIONSHIP TO AND 
LEADERSUIP IN THE. SELMA T.O MONTGOMERY MARCH 
There is a very distinct lineage to the leadership in and rela-
tionship between Dr. King and the Selma march, This lineage began in 
the 19.5D's when Martin Luther King was a student at Crozer Theological 
Seminary in Phila.delphia. After completing his Ph.D. degree in sys-
tenatic theology at Boston.University in 1953, King began to maillre his 
concern for social equality. Likewise in the early 1950 1s King read 
Walter Rauschenbusch's Christia.nity and the Socia.l Crisis, a book that 
------- - - --- ---
left an indelible imprint on his thinking. The mistake Rauschenbusch 
made, as King saw it, was following the 19th century 
· "cult of inevitable progress," which led him to an 
unwarranted optimism concerning human nature. 
Moreover, he came perilously close to identifying 
the kingdom of God with a particular social and 
economic system...-a temnt.ation which the church 
should never give in to •••• 1 
The gospel at its best deals with the whole m9.n, 
not only his soul but his body, not only his 
spiritual well-being, but his material well-being. 
Any religion that professes to be concerned about 
the souls of men and is not concerned about the 
slums that damn them, the economic conditions that 
strangle them and the social conditions that 
cripple them is a spiritually moribund religion 
lH. Shel ton Smith, Robert D. Handy, and Leff er ts A. Loetscher. 
American Christianity, Vol. II, 1820-1960 (New York, 1963), p. 556 .. 
---
awaiting burial.2 
After reading Rauschenbusch I turned to a serious 
study of the social and ethical theories of the 
great philosq,hers. During this period I had almost 
despaired of the power of love in solving social 
problems. The "turn the other cheek" philosq;,hy and 
the '' love your enerrd.es" philos q;,hy are only valid, I 
felt, when individuals are in conflict with other 
individuals; when racial groups and nations are in 
conflict a mare realistic approach is necessary. 3 
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When Dr. King read the life and teachings of Mahatma Gandhi he was 
deeply impressed by his campaigns of nonviolE.mt resistance. As he 
"delved deeper into the philosophy of Gandhi, 11 Dr. King recorded, 
my skepticism concerning the power of love gradually 
diminished, and I came to see far the first time that 
the Christian doctrine of love operating through the 
Gandhian method of nonviolence was one of the most 
potent weapons available to oppressed people in 
their struggle for freedom. At this time, however, 
I had a merely intellectual understanding and 
appreciation of the position, with no firm deter-
mination to organize it into a socially effective 
situ.a ti on. 4 
The second link in the development of Martin Luther King'!:! rela ... 
tionship with the Selma ~rch came in 1954. He continued: 
When I went to Montgomery, Alabama, as a pastor in 
1954, I had not the slightest idea that I would 
later become involved in a crisis in which non-
violent resistance would be applicable. After I 
had lived in the community abcut a year, the bus 
boycott began. The Negro people of Montgomery, 
exhausted by the humiliating experiences that they 
had constantly faced on the buses, expressed in a 
massive act of non-cooperation their deterrrd.nation 
to be free. They came to see that it was ultimately 
mare honorable to walk the streets in dignity than 
to ride the buses in humiliation. At the beginning 
2:rbid., pp. 5'5'6.,,557. 
3rbid., p. 557. 
4rbid. 
of the protest the people called on me to serve as 
their spokesman. In accepting this responstbili ty 
my mind, consciously ar unconsciously, was driven 
back to the Sermon on the Mount and the Gandhian 
method of nonviolent resistance. This principle 
became the guiding light of our movement. Christ 
furnished the spirit ~nd motivation while Gandhi 
furnished the method. 
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'lhe Montgomery experience, King recalled, did more to clarify his 
thinking than all of the books he had read. As the days unfolded he 
became more and mare convinced of the power of nonviolence. Living 
through the actual experience of the prates t, nonviolence became mare 
than a method to which a person give~ intellectual assent; it be-
came a commitment to a way of life. Many issues not cleared up far Dr. 
King intellectually concerning nonviolence were now solved in the sphere 
of practical action. 
His trip to India made 11 a great impact" on him; it made a deeper 
impression that the power of nonviolence was the way. He witnessed the 
"marvelous" results of nonviolent struggle. India won her independence, 
11 but without violence on the part of Indians. The aftermath of hatred 
and bitterness that usually follows a violent campaign is found no-
where in India. 11 6 
sees 
• Maturity beg~ns to come to a person, Dr. King recorded, when he 
that nonviolence will,Lno,i7 work miracles overnight. 
Men are not easily moved from their mental ruts or 
purged of their prejudiced and irrational feelings. 
When the underprivileged demand freedom, the 
privileged first react with bitterness and resist.., 
ance. Even when the demands are couched in non. 
'Ibid. 
6rbid., p. 5.58 •. 
violent terms, the initial response is the same. 7 
Whites in Montgcmery 
are still bitter toward Negro leaders, even though 
these leaders have sought to follow a. way of love 
and nonviolence. So the nonviolent apprcach does 
not immediately change the heart of the oppressor. 
It first does something to the hearts and souls 
of those committed to it. It gives them new self-
respect; it calls up resources of strength and 
courage that they did not knOW' they had. Finally, 
it reaches the opponent and so stirs his con-
science that reconciliation becomes a reality. 8 
Dr. King stated that he was 
no doctrinaire pacifist. I have tried to embrace 
a realistic pacifism. Moreover, I see the pacifist 
position not as sinless but as the lesser evil in 
the circumstances. Therefore I do not claim to be 
free from the moral dilemmas that the Christian 
nonpacifist confronts. But I am convinced that the 
church cannot rerrain silent while mankind faces the 
threat of bei~g plunged into the abyss of nuclear 
annihilation. 
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This phase of his development began to unfold in Dr. King's rela-
tionship with a personal God. In recent months, he wrote in 1960, he 
had become 
mare convinced of the reality of a personal God. 
True, I have always believed in the personality of 
God. But in past years the idea of a personal God 
was little more than a metaphysical ca tegary which 
I found theologically and philosophically satisfy .. 
ing. NOW" it is a living reality that has been 
validated in the experiences of everyday life. 
Perhaps the suffering, frustration and agonizing 
moments which I have had to undergo occasionally 
as a result of my involvement in a difficult 
struggle have drawn me closer to God. Whatever 
7rbid. 
8rbid. 
9Ibid., pp. 558-559. 
the caus~, God has been profoundly real to me in 
recent months.10 
In the midst of au ter dangers I have felt an inner 
calm and known res ourc es of strength that only God 
could give. In many instances ••• the power of God 
transform~d7 the fatigue of despair into the 
bucyancy orhope •••• Behind the harsh appearances of 
the world there is a benign power. To say God is 
personal is not to make Him an object among other 
objects or attribute to Him the finiteness ••• of 
human personality; it is to take what is finest 
and noblest in our cons ci cusness and affirm its 
perfect existence in Him. It is certainly true 
that human personality is limitedll but personality 
as such involves no necessary limitations. It 
simply means self-conscicusness and self .,.direction. 
So in the truest sense of the word, God is a living 
God. In Him the.re is feeling and will, responsive 
to the deepest yearnings of the huma~1heart: this 
God both evokes and answers prayers. 
'lbe past decade has been a mast exciting one. In 
spite of the tensions and uncertainties of our age 
something profoundly meaningful has begun. Old 
systems of exploitation and oppression are passing 
away and new systems of justice and equality are 
being born. In a real sense ours is a great time 
in which to be alive. 'lberefore I am not yet dis-
couraged about the future. Granted that the easy,.. 
going optimism of yesterday is impassible. Granted 
that we ,face a world crisis which often leaves us 
standing amid the surging murmur of life's restless 
sea. But every crisis has both its dangers and its 
opportunities. Fach can spell either salvation or 
doom. In a dark, conf'~sed world the Spirit of God 
may yet reign supreme. 2 
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Yet there were many striking paradoxes in his leadership abilities. 
'lbe phenomenon that was Martin Luther King consists of a number of 
striking paradoxes. 'lbe Nobel Prize winner was accepted by the outside 
world as the leader of the nonviolent direct action movement, but was 
lOJ:bid., p. 559. 
11rbid. 
12Ibid. 
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criticized for wiliil,t appears, at times, as indecisiveness, and more often 
denounced for a tendency to accept compromise. 
Yet in the eyes of rrany Americans, both black and white, he re .. 
mained the symbol of militant direct action. So potent was the symbol 
of Dr. King in direct action, that as a result a new myth is rising 
about his historic role. The real credit for developing and projecting 
the techniques and philosophy of nonviolent direct action in the Civil 
Rights arena must be given to the Congress of Racial Equality which was 
fc:unded in 1942. The idea of nass action by Negroes th ems elves to 
secure redress of their grievances must, in a large part, be ascribed 
to the vision of A. Philip Randolph, architect of the March on Washing .. 
ton Movement during World War II. 
Yet, as we were told in Montgomery on March 25, 
1965, Ki:rag a~d his followers ~ow assert, 
apparently with out serious contradiction, that 
a new tYPe of civil rights strategy was born 
at Montgomery in 1955 under King's auspices. 13 
In a movement in which respect is accorded in direct proportion to 
the number of times one has been arrested, Dr. King appears to keep the 
number of times he went to jail to a minimum. In a movement in which 
successful leaders are those who share in the hardships of their follow .. 
ers, in the risks they take, in the beatings they receive, in the length 
of time they spend in jail, Dr. King tended to leave prison for other 
important engagements, rather than remaining there and suffering with 
his followers. 
In a movement in which leadership ordinarily devolves upon parsons 
13August Meier, HThe Conservative Militant," Martin Luther King, 
.!!.::.:., edited by C. Eric Lincoln (New Yorkj 1970), pp. 144-145· · -
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who mix democratically with their followers, Dr. King remained isolated 
and aloof'. In a movement which prided its elf' on militancy and "no 
compromise" with racial discrimination ar with the white "power s truc-
ture, 11 Dr. King maintained close relationship with and appeared to be 
influenced by· Democratic Presidents and their emissaries, seemed amen-
able to compromises considered by sane half a loaf or leers, often appear-
ed willing to postpone or avoid a direct confrontation in the street.14 
Dr. King's career was characterized by failures that, in the larger 
sense, IllU.St be accounted triumphs. The buses in Montgomery were de .. 
segregated only after lengthy judicial proceedings conducted by the 
N.A.A.C.P. Legal Defense Fund secured a favorable decision from the 
U. S. Supreme Court. Nevertheless, the events in MQtltgomery were a 
triumph for direct;. action, and gave this tactic a pq,ulari ty unknown 
when identified solely with C. O.R. E. 
King's ~~bseque•t. major campaigl!Ull-,-in Albauiy, 
Geargia; in Danville, Virginia; in Birmingham, 
Alabama; and in St. Augustine, Flar:tda ... -ended 
as failures or with only token accomplishments 
in these cities. But each of' them, chiefly be. 
cause of his presence, dramatically focused. 
nation.el and international attention on the plight 
of the southern Negro, ther~by facilitating over-
all progress. In Birmingham, in particular, 
demonstrations which fell short of their ;Local 
g~ls were directly resp9nsible for a major 
Federal Civil Rights Act. l!)ssent;tally, this pat-
tern of local failure and national victory was 
recently enacted in Selma, Alabama.15 
Dr. King was ideologically committed to disobeying unju,st laws and 
court orders, in the Gandhian tradition, but generally he followed a 
14rbid., p. 145. 
1'Ibid., pp. '145-146. 
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policy of not disobeying Federal Court orders. In his Montgomery 
speech, he expressed a crude nee-Marxist interpretation of history 
romanticizing the populist movement as a genuine union of black and 
white common people, ascribing race prejudice to capitalists playing 
white workers against black9 Yet in practice, he was amenable to com-
promise with the white bourgeois political and economic establishment. 
Most important, Dr. King enunciated a superficial and eclectic philo-
sophy and by virtue of it he did profoundly awaken the moral conscience 
of Americao 
Dro King was described as a conservative militant according to 
August Meier in his essay "The Conservative Militant." In this combina-
tion of militancy with conservatism and caution, of righteousness and 
respectability, lies the secret of King's enormous success. 16 
Certain important Civil Rights leaders have dismissed Dr. King's 
position as the product of publicity generated by the mass communica-
tions media. But this can be said of the success of the Civil Rights 
nonviolent action movement generallyo Without publicity it is hard to 
conceive that much progress would have been made. In fact, contrary to 
the official nonviolent direct action philosophy, demonstrations have 
secured their results not by chainging the hearts of the oppressors 
through a display of nonviolent love, but through the national and in-
ternational pressures generated by the publicity arising from mass 
arrests and incidents of violence. 
No one has employed the strategy of securing publicity through 
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mass arrests and precipitating violence from white hoodlums and law 
enforcement officers more than Dr. King. He abhorred violence as at 
Selma, for example, he constantly retreated from situations that might 
result in the deaths of his followers. But he was precisely most sue.. 
cessful when, contrary to his deepest wishes, his demonstrations preci-
pitated violence from soo.thern whites against Negro and white 
demonstrations. To see this only look at Birmingham and Selma. 
Publicity alone does not explain the durability of Dr. King's 
image, or why he remains for the rank and file, of whites and blacks 
alike, the symbol of the direct action movement, the nearest thing to 
a charismatic leader that the Civil Rights movement has ever had. At 
the heart of his influence and popularity are two facts. First, better 
than anyone else, he articulated the a.spiration of Negroes who res.ponded 
to the cadence of his addresses, his religious phraseology and manner 
of speaking, and the vision of his dream for them and for America. Dr. 
King had intuitively adopted the style of the old .. fashioned Negro 
Baptist preacher and transformed it into a new art form; he had, indeed, 
restored oratory- to its place among the arts. 
Second, he communicated Negro aspirations to white America more 
effectively than anyone else. His religious terminology and manipula-
tion of the Christian symbols of love and non-resistance were partly 
responsible for his appeal among whites. To talk in terms of Chris-
tianity, love, nonviolence is reassuring to the mentality of white 
America. At the same time, the very superficialities of his philosophy, 
that rich and eclectic amalgam of Jesus, Hegel, Gandhi and others as 
outlined in his Stride Toward Freedom make him appear intellectually 
profound to the superficially educated white middle .. class American. 
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Actually if he had been a truly profound religious thinker, li~e Tillich 
or Niebuhr his influence· would, of necessity, be limited to a select 
audience. But by uttering moral cliches, the Christian pieties, in a 
magnificent display of oratory, he became enormously ef,fective. 
If Dr, King's success was largely due to the style of his utter-
ance, his success with whites is a YTDJ.ch mare complicated matter. He 
knew unerringly how to exploit to maximum effectiveness their growing 
feeling of guilt. Dr. King, of course, was not unique in attaining fame 
and popularity among whites through playing upon their guilt feelings. 
James Baldwin is the most conspicurus example of a man who has achieved 
success with that farYTDJ.la. The incredible fascination which the Black 
Muslims have for white people, and the posthumous near-sanctificat~on 
of Malcolm by manr:naive whites in addition to many Negroes whose moti-
vations are, of course, very different, must in large part be attributed 
to the same source. 
With intuitive, but extraordinary skill, Dr. King not on1y casti .. 
gated whites far their sins, but in contrast to angry young writers like 
Baldwin, he explicitly stated his belief in their salvation. Not only 
will direct action bring fulfillment of the "American Dream" to Negroes, 
but the Negroes 1. use of direct action. will help whites to live up to 
their Christian and democratic values; it will purify, cleanse~ and 
heal the sickness in white society. Whites will benefit as well as 
Negroes. 
Dr. King had faith that the white man would redeem himself. Ne-
groes must not hate whites, but love them. In this manner, he aroused 
the guilt of whites, and then relieved them through always leaving the 
lingering feeling in his white listeners that they should support his 
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nonviolent crusade. Like a Greek tragedy, Dr. King's performance pro-
vided an extra.ordinary catharsis for the white listener. 
As a speaker, Dr. King gave white men the feeling that he was 
their good friend~ that he posed no threat to them. It is interesting 
to note that this was the same feeling white men received from Booker 
T. Washington, the noted early 20th century accommodation. Both men 
stressed their faith in the white man; both expressed the belief that 
the white man could be brought to accord Negroes their rights. Both 
stressed the importance of whites recognizing the rights of Negroes for 
the moral health and well-being of white society. Like Dr. King, Wash~ 
ington symbolized for most whites the whoie program of Negro advance-
ment. While there are important similarities in the functioning of 
both men vis-a-vis the community, needless to say, in most respects, 
their philosophies were in disagreement. 
It was not surprising, therefore, to find that Dr. King was the 
recipient of contributions from organizations and individuals who 
failed to eradicate evidence of prejudice in their own backyards. For 
example, certain liberal trade union leaders who were philosophically 
committed to full racial equality, who felt the need to identify their 
organizations with the cause of militant Civil Rights, although they 
were unable to defeat racist elements in their unions, contributed 
hundreds of thousands of dollars to Dr. King's Southern Christian Lea-
dership Conference. One might attribute that phenomenon to the fact 
that SCLC evolved in the South rather than the North, but that was 
also true for SNCC which did not benefit similarly from unio~ trea-
sures. The fact is that ever since the college students started their 
sit-ins in 1960, it was SNCC which had been the real spearhead 
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of direct action in most of the Sou th, while SCLC received fl)ost of . .,_,_ 
the publicity and money. 
Dr. King's tendencies toward compromise and caution, his willing .. 
ness to negotiate and bargain with 'White House emissaries, his hesi .. 
tance to risk the precipitation of mass violence upon demonstrators, 
further endeared him to whites. He appeared to them a responsible and 
moderate nan. To militant activists, Dr. King's failure to march past 
the state police on that famous Tuesday morning in March, 1965, outside 
Selma indicated either a lack of courage, ar a desire to advance him-
self by soliciting Presidential favor. But, because Dr. King's shrink-
ing from a possible bloodbath, his accession to the entreaties of the 
political Establishment, his acceptance of facesaving compromise in 
that, as in other instances, were fundamental to the particular role he 
was playing, and essential far achieving and sustaining his :image as a 
leader of heroic moral stature in the eyes of white men. His caution 
and comprood.se kept cpen the channels of communication between the 
activist and the majority of the white community. In brief~ Dr. King 
made the nonviolent direct action movement respectable. 
Yet American history shows that far any reform movement to succeed, 
it must attain respectability. It must, attract moderates, even con.. 
serva tives, to its ranks. The March on Washington made direct action 
respectable; Selma made it fashionable. Mare than any other farce, it 
was Martin Luther King who impressed the Civil Rights Revolution on the 
American conscience and did attract the great middle body of American 
public opinion tl!l its supp art. It was the revolution of conscience 
that undoubtedly led to the elimination of all violations of Negroes I 
constitutional rights, thereby creating the conditions far the economic 
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and social change that were necessary if Blacks were to achieve full 
racial equality. This was not to deny the dange~s of the Civil Rights 
movement in becoming respectableo Respectability, for example, en-
couraged the attempts of political machines to capture Civil Rights 
organizations. 
Respectability can also become an end in itself, 
thereby dulling the cutting edge of its protest 
activities •••• These perils, however, do not 
contradict the importance of achieving respect~ 
abilityoooo There is another side to the pic-
ture: King would be neither respected or re-
spectable if there were not more militant acti-
vists on his leftp engaged in more radical forms 
of direct action. Without CORE and, ~speci~lly, 
SNCC, King would appear· nradicd1e and "irreapolil.sible" 
rather thp "moderate" aRd 11 respecta.ble. 11 17 
l7August Meier, "The Conservative Militant," Martin Luther~, 
.!l.£•, edited by c. Eric Lincoln (New York, 1970), Po 1510 
CHAPTER. IV 
PHILCEOPHICAL AND 'IHEOLOGICAL ANAL'YSIS OF 
DR. MARTIN LDT.HER KING'S LEADERSHIP 
AS A CIVIL RIGHTS ADVOCATE IN THE 
SELMA TO MONTGOMERY MARCH 
This final chapter gives an in-depth view of the basis that moti-
vated Dr. King to become a spokesman for Civil Rights. It is difficult 
to fit a model for examination since any human motivation is s.o mixed 
and complex, but the Selma to Montgomery march may be the culmination 
of one of his greatest endeavors. 
The relationship of Martin Luther King to the Selma to Montgomery 
march is really the relationship of Dr. King with the Black Church. 
From the Black Church came the influence and spirit for Negroes to join 
in the struggle for human rights. 
The lull in demonstrations signalled by the mara torium of July, 
1961.i, continued through the turn of 1965. It caused Civil Rights 
leaders to think about the problems of the denials of Negroes to vote 
in the Deep South and particularly Alabama. Since 1962, the Student 
Non-violent Coardina ting CQTIITlittee had worked for Negro voter regis-
tration. Martin Luther King had visi.ted Selma on January 2, 1965, 
where he spoke to about 880 Negroes at Brown Chapel. There he promised 
to return to Selma and assist in a planned demonstra.tion that wruld 
bring about Negro representation at the ballot box. 
),f, 
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In an attempt to examine aJJ;Y phi1011ophical or theological phe-
nomenon a model mu11t be used. The model selected for this e~amination 
was taken from The American Journal of Sociology which provided an 
.....- , . - I 
examination of a contemporary religious movement that tried to delve 
into the complex variables that were related to religious motivations. 
This model may be a help to attempt to explain how Dr. King's impact 
was quite evident in the Civil Rights movement. 
The second part gives a detailed synopsis of the mo•t classical 
work of Dr. King that most clearly shows hie philosophical and theolo-
gioal beliefs, that is hie Letter From!: Birmi:r«ham .:!!ll· 
One example of religious influence on the southern Negro is the 
radio broadcast ministry of A. A. Allen. Lower-.cla11s Negroes from 
states which still have or have only recently aboliphed severe restric-
tions on Negro suffrage are heavily represented among Allen's follow-
1 
era. 
The South and Southwemt ha.ve a conservative political image, How-
ever, for the rural poor and the urban working class of both ~aces, the 
outstanding fact is the history and tradition of exclusion from even 
minimal political participation. The poll tax, the literacy laws, the 
single-party system, and the "courthouse crowd" resµlted in very low 
political participation. In all areas, also, the groups most heavily 
represented in the Allen movement are precisely those least likely to 
2 
vote. 
1Howard Elinsonj "The Implicat~ons of Pentecostal f?,::,1igion fo:r 
Intellectualism, Politici;: and Race Relatio?J.a," The Amerioan Journal of 
Sociology, LXX ~January, 1965), Po 4130 
2Ibid. 
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They are aleo people least likely to par'l;,:tcipate in, voluntary 
associations. It seems highly unlikely that many lower .. class Negro 
women of rural southern origin will, as a result of their participation 
in the Allen movement or through any other cause, join a political 
party, write frequently to government officials, conduct phone cam-
paigns in school board elections, or engage in any of the other char-
acteristic activities of the radical right. The minimal political act, 
voting is probably much less common among Allen's followers than in the 
pcpula tion as a whole. 
'!he politics of the Allen movement are conservative in the literal 
sense of that word. Allen's people contribute to the preservation of 
the status quo by refraining from worldly efforts to change it. While 
the religious beliefs undoubtedly have a dynamic effect on individual 
members' personal lives, the movement has a minimal effect on public 
life. The implication of the belief that all man's woes are caused by 
sin and cured by salvation is that political solutions should be ig .. 
nored or opposed since they are futile.3 
The apolitical background of the movement appears to have resulted 
in a pattern of ignoring political solutions. J:f po).itieal awareness 
were to increase w;!.thout a concomitant weakening in commitment to a 
theological view of the social world, the movement and Pentecostalism 
in general might becc:rne a source of political negativism and obstruc-
tionism. 
As this work tries to assess the leadership of Dr. King in the 
SelJna to Montgomery march, another obstacle must be found in a secular 
3:rbid., p. 414. 
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analysis of a basic theological issue. 
This work is in the sociology of' religion. An attempt to sustain 
the Weberian tradition frequently focuses on the consequences of reli-
gious beliefs from various aspects of secular life. The Weberian tra-
dition would show that normative values of society have a religious 
basis and that expressions of political, s ocial 9 econ(lT!i.c, and moral 
sanctions of society are the truest indications of value. An example 
of Weberian examinations is the theological term mercy which when trans-
lated into a secular vernacular becomes justice. One of the most per-
sistent generalizations about American Christianity in this vein is that 
religious conservatism causes social and political conservatism. Un .. 
fortunately this hypothesis has not been supported by a direct examina-
tion of the implications of religious beliefs. 
Instead, the relationship has been inferred from associations 
between kinds of church membership and attendance patterns and political 
indexes such as party preference and voting.4 Scrnetimes the conserva .. 
tism hypothesis is expressed in terms of a sterotype i:ra.volving anti..-
intellectualism, a penchant for extreme right=wing politics, and strong 
segregationist sympathies.' 
To see further into Dr. Klng•s leadersh:i,p we examine broadly the 
41)::i.vid Dsnzig, 1'The Radical Right and the Rise of the Fundamenta-
list Minority, 11 Commentary (April~ 1962), pp. 291-299; I)::i.niel Bell (ed.) 
~ Radical Right (New Yorkj 1963J. 
'Benton Johnson has demonstrated the association between fund.amen ... 
ta list affiliation and Republican identification and voting, "Ascetic 
Protestantism and Political Preference, 11 Public inion Quarter.!l, XXVI 
(Spring, 1962), pp. 35-46 and 11Ascetic Protestan sm and 'Poli t"icil 
Preference in the Deep South, 11 American Journal of Sociology (January, 
1964), pp. 359-366. ~ 
theoretical approach of the classical students of the sociology of 
religion: Engels, Weber, Troel tsch, Niebuhr,. and Pope.6 
,o 
The approach suggests three steps. First, the location of the 
movement in historical and structural context- ... what is the history of 
the movement? Where do its members fit in the social structure of the 
United States? Second.I) an analysis of the manifestations of historical 
antecedents and structural factors in the religicus teachings of tlle 
movement. What is the content of its eschatology and its theodiey? 
What are its moral teachings? Third, what is the relationship between 
the religious group as established in the study of its history, place 
in society, and teachings, and the special problems which are a concern? 
In this case, what are the implications for anti-intellectualism, right-
:i,st politics, and race relations? 7 
The most positive writing of Dr. King that expands his religia,.s 
philos c.phy and theology of nonviolence is his Letter From a. Birmingham 
~- ... 
:!!.!!, ( 1963). Dissatisfied with status of the .Negro 100 years after 
emancipation, Martin Luther King's Southern Christian Leadership Con.,. 
ference, with its commitment to direct, nonviolent action, decided upon 
the bold stroke of attacking segregation in its most prominent fortress, 
Birmingham, Alabama. Carefully laid plans led to the opening of the 
campaign on April 3, 1963, the day after the ci ty1s municipal elections. 
The Civil Rights movement underwent a drane.tic transition as the nation 
watched the dignity of protest and the brutality of segregationist 
6iioward Elins on, 11 The Implications of Pentecostal Religion for 
Intellectualism, Poli tics and Race Relations," The Americu Journal of 
Soc:i,oloQ:, LXX (January, 1965) pQ 404. - · · · · -
7Ibid. 
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retaliation in Birmingham. 
Working in conjunction with Civil Rights leaderl;il in Birmingham, 
Dr. King coordinated an overall campaign designed to attack segregation. 
by the use of sit-ins, picketing., demonstrations, and rallies. Led by 
Eugene "Bull" Connor, the city responded with mass arrests, and the use 
of police dogs, night sticks, and high.pressure firehos es. On April 12, 
1963, Dr. King defied a local judge's ban on protest marches and was 
promptly arrested and jailed. 
Dr. King stated that he was in jail because injustice was in 
Birmingham, Alabama. 
Just as the prophets of the eighth cenm::ry B.C. left 
their villages and carried their 1thus saith the 
Lard' far beyond the boundaries of their home towns, 
and just as the Apostle Paul left his village of 
Tarsus and carried the gospel of Jesus Christ to the 
far corners of the Greco-Roman world, so am I can.-
palled to carry the gospel of freedom beyond my home 
town. Like Paul, I must constantly respond to the 
Macedonian call far aid •• • o 
In any nonviolent campaign there are four basic 
steps: collection of the facts to determine whether 
injustices exist; negotiation; self .. purification; 
and direct action. 
'!hes e steps had been completed in Birmingham. 
There can be no gainsaying the fact that racial 
injustice engulfs this community. Birmingham is 
probably the mcst thoroughly segregated city in 
the United Stat,. Its ugly record of brutality 
is widely known. 
Dr. King went on: 
Negroes have experienced grossly unjust treatment 
in the courts. There have been mare unsolved 
8Albert P. Blaustein and Robert L. Zangrando, Civil Rights and the 
American Negro, Document 86~ Letter From a Birmingriarii'J'aii (New-rorr;-
1968), pp~~,o4. 
bombings of Negro homes and churches in Birmingham 
than in any other city in the nation, 'Ihese are 
the hard, brutal facts of the case. On the basis 
of these conditions, Negro leaders srught to nego-
tiate with the city fathers. But the latter con-
sistently- refused to engage in good-faith 
negotiation. 
'lhe letter continued~ 
You may well ask~ 11Why direct action? Why sit-ins, 
marches and so far th? Isn 1t negotiation a better 
path?" You are quite right in calling for nego~ 
tiation. Indeed, this is the very purpose of direct 
action. Nonviolent direct action seeks to create 
such a crisis and foster such a tension that a com-
munity which has constantly refused to negotiate is 
forces to confront the issue. It seeks so to 
dramatize the issue that it can no longer be ignored. 
My citing the creation of tension ••• may sound rather 
shocking. But I must .confess that I am not afraid 
of the ward "tension."j 
I have earnest~y opposed.violent tension, but there, 
illl a type of constructive, non.violent tension which is 
nece~sary for growth. Just as Socrates felt that it was 
necessary to create a tension in the mind so that 
individuals cruld rise from the bondage of myths ••• 
to, •. objective appraisal, so must we see the need 
for nonviolent gadflies to create the kind of tension 
in society that will help men rise from the dark 
depths of prejudice and racism to the majestic heights 
of understanding and brotherhood. lo 
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As King went om II The purpose of our direct-action program is to 
create a situation so crisis-packed that it will inevitably open the 
door to negotiation." Dr. King 'concurred with southern leaders in a 
call for negotiation, for nroo long has our beloved Southland been 
bogged down in a tragic effort to live in monologue rather than dia-
logue. 11 
King went om 
9rbid., PP· 503-5049 
lOJ:bid., P• 504. 
We have waited more than 340 years for our consti-
tutional and God-given rights. The nations of Asia 
and Africa are moving with jetlike speed toward gain-
ing political independence, but we still creep at 
horse-and-buggy pace toward gaining a cup of coffee 
at a lunch countero Perhaps it is easy for those 
who have never felt the stinging darts of sPgrega-
tion to say, "Wait," But when l}iegroes sai} vicious 
mobs lynch .!i.he1'£7 mothers and fathers at will and 
drown !J,heir} sisters and brothers at whim; when 
[they sa'!ij hate-filled policemen curse, kick, and 
even kill [their] black brothers and sisters; when ••• 
the vast majority of ••• /jiegroes smothe£7 in an air-
tight cage of poverty in the midst of an affluent 
society, 
this was what Dr. King saw as part of the heritage of Black men in 
11 America that needed to be changed. 
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Dr. King said further that it is difficult to explain to a child: 
Why she can't go to the public amusement park that 
has just been advertised on television, and see 
tears welli:9g up in her eyes when she is told that 
Fun.town is closed to colored children, and see 
ominous clouds of inferiority beginning to form in 
her little mental sky, a.nd see her beginning to 
distort her personality by developing an uncon-
scious bitterness toward white people; when {;gain 
a colored child a~ks his parenti7 ••• •11why do white people treat colored people so mean?" 2 
Dr. King made two honest confessions to Christians and Jews. 
Firmt, he confessed that over the past few years he had been gravely 
disappointed with the white moderate. He had almost reached the re-
grettable conclusion that the Negro's greatest stumbling block in his 
stride toward freedom was not the white citizen's council or the Ku 
Klux Klan, but the white moder~te 1 who wa$ devoted to order more than 
justice, who preferred a negative peace which is the absence of tension 
11Ibid. 
12Ibido, PPu 504-505. 
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to a positive peace which is the presence of justice. They say that we 
agree with you in the ga!!.l you seek, but they cannot agree with the 
methods of direct action; who paternalistically believe they can set 
the timetable far another man's freedom; who lives by a mythical con-
cept of tine and who constantly advises the Negro to wait far a "more 
convenient season.'' Shallow understanding from people of good will 
was more frustrating than absolute Misunderstanding frol"l people of ill 
will. Lukewarm acceptance is Much riare bewildering than outright re-
jection.13 
His second I"lB.j ar disappointment was with the white church and its 
leadership. There were exceptions, for example, in the integration of 
maj ar Protestant and Catholic churches. But despite the notable excep-
tion Dr. King was disappointed with the church. He did not say that a 
negative critic shculd always find something wrong with the church, but 
rather he said it as a minister of the gospel, who loved the church; 
who was nurtured in its bosom; who had been sustained by its spiritual 
blessings and who wanted to remain true to it all his life. 14 
'Iha rnodel of leadership us ad in the S elrla to Montgomery march in 
1965 was develq;.>ed in BirPJ:i.ngham, Alabama in 1963. Dr. King hoped to 
get help and money from the white church. He believed that white min-
isters, priests, and rabbis of the South would be his strongest allies. 
Instead, some were outright opponents, who refused to understand the 
freedom I'l.OVement and Misrepresented its leaders; all too many others 
were more cautious than courageous and reI"lB.ined silent behind the 
13:cbid., P• 505. 
14 5 Ibid., p. 07. 
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anesthetizing secu:ri ty of stained-glass windows. 
In spite of his shattered dreams, Dr. King came to Birmingham, 
Alabama, with the hope that the white religious leadership of the com-
munitywould see the justice of the cause and, with deep moral concern, 
would serve as the channel through which the grievances of the Negro 
could reach the power structure. 
Dr. King had heard numerous southern religious leaders admonish 
their worshippers to comply with a desegregation decision because it 
was the law, but he longed to hear white ministers declare: "Follow 
this decree because integration is morally right and because the Negro 
is your brother.'' In the midst of blatant injustices inflicted upon 
the Negro, he had watched white churchmen stand on the sideline and 
mcu th pious irrelevancies and sanctimonious tr:i,viali ties. In the midst 
of a struggle to rid the nation of racial and econanic injustice Dr. 
King heard rrany ministers say: 11 Those are socie.l issues, with which 
the gospel has no real concern. 11 He watched rrany churches corrnni t them-
selves to a completely otherworldly religion which makes a strange, 
unbiblical distinction between body and soul, and between sacred and 
secular •15 
It is true that the police in Birmingham did exercise a degree of 
discipline in handling the demons tra ti ons. In that sense they did con-
duct themselves rather 11 nonviolently11 in public. But far what purpose? 
To preserve the evil system of segregation. Far many years Dr. King 
preached that nonviolence demands that the means he used must be as 
pure as the ends he sought. He tried to make clear that it was wrong 
15Ibid., pp. 507-508. 
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to use immoral means to attain moral ends. But later he srught to 
affirm that it is just as wrong, ar perhaps even. more so, to use moral 
means to preserve immoral ends. Perhaps Mr. Connor and his policemen 
have been rather nonviolent in public, as with Chief Prichett in Albany, 
Georgia, but they have used the moral means of nonviolence to maintain 
the. immoral end of racial injustice. As T. S. Eliot said~ "The last 
temptation is the greatest treason: To do the right deed for the w.rong 
reia,son. 1116 Dr. King expressed mare of his philosophy in the statement 
regarding the 1954 Supreme Court decisionoutlawing$~grega.tion.'in 
the public schools; at first glance it may seem rather paradoxical far 
us consciously to break laws. One may well ask: "How can you advocate 
breaking some laws and obeying others?" The answer lies in the fact 
that there are two types of laws; just and unjust. He would be the 
first to advocate obeying just laws. Conversely, one has a moral re-
sponsibili ty to dis obey unjust laws. He would agree with St. Augustine 
that "an unjust law is no law at ai:i. 1117 
Now, what is the difference between the two? How does one deter!" 
mine whether a law is just or unjust? A just law is a rnan .. made code 
that squares with the moral law or the law of God. An unjust law is a 
code that is rut of harmony with the moral law. To put it in terms of 
St. Thomas Aquiri.es: 11An unjust law is a human law that is not rooted 
in eternal law and nat..iral law. Any law that uplifts human personality 
is just. Any law that degrades human personality is unjust." All 
16rbid., pp. 508-509. 
171ettie J ~ Austin, L.ewis H~ Fenderson~ and Sophia P. Nelson, ~ 
Black~~~ Promise .2! America (Glenview, 1970), p. 481. 
segregation statutes are unjust because segregation distorts the soul 
and dam.ages the personality. 
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It gives the person segregated a false sense of inferiority. Seg-
regation, to use the terminology of the Jewish philosopher Martin Buber, 
subs ti tut es the "I-i t 11 rela tio:nship for the "I .. thou11 relationship and 
ends up relegating persons to the status of things. Hence segregation 
is not only politically, econcrnically, and sociologically unsound, it 
is morally WTong and sinful. Paul Tillich has said that sin is separa .. 
tion. Is not segregation an existential expression of man1s tragic 
separation, his awful estrangement, his terrible sinfulness? Thus Dr. 
King urged men to obey the decision of 1954 by the Supreme Court, for 
it is morally right; and he urged them to disobey segregation ordinances 
for they are morally WTong.18 
Another example cited by Dr,, King of an unjust law: if it is in-
flicted on a minority as a result of being denied the right to vote, 
when they had no part in enacting or devising the law. Who can say that 
the legislature of Alabama which set up the state's segregation laws 
was democratically elected? Throughout Alabama all sorts of devious 
methods were used to prevent Negroes from beocrning registered voters, 
and there were some counties in which, even thcugh Negroes constitute a 
majority of the population not a single Negro was registered. Can any 
law enacted under such circumstances be considered democratically struc-
tured? 
Scrnetimes a law is just on its face and unjust in its application. 
Far instance, Dr. King had been arrested on a charge of parading with out 
a permit. Now, there was nothing wrong in having an ordinance which 
requires a permit for a parade. But such an ordinance becomes unjust 
when it is used to maintain ~egregation and to deny citizens the First 
Amendment privilege of peaceful assembly and protest. 
Dr. King summarized his leadership philosophy regarding law by 
making a distinction: 
In no sense do I advocate evading or defying the law, 
as would the rabid segregationist. That would lead 
to anarchyo One who breaks an unjust law must do so 
openly, lovingly, and with a willingness to accept 
the penalty. I submit that an individual who breaks 
a law that conscience tells him is unjust, and who 
willingly accepts the penalty of imprisonment in order 
to arouse the conscience of the community over its 
injustice, is in19eality expressing the highest 
respect for law. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLOOION 
'!he Selma to Montgomery March of March 23-2.5, 196.5, was an influ .. 
ence in voter registration drives in Dallas and Lowndes Counties, 
Alabama. 11We have walked on meandering highways and rested rur bodies 
on rocky byways, 11 said Martin Luther King. 
'!hey told us we wouldn't get here. And there were 
those who said that we wruld get here only over 
their dead bodies. But all the world today knows 
that we are here, and that we are standing before 
the forces of power in the state of Alabarra, sav ... 
ing ''we ain •t goin" let nobody turn us around! 1 
Sympathy with the Negro struggle was never more fervent or more 
general than at the conclusion of the great Selma to Montganery March. 
The Negro novelist Ralph Ellison described it as "a moment of apoca .. 
lyptic vision. 11 2 But the glow of a senflational Episode fades quickly 
in the broad rrarch of events. 
The prestigious Birmingham News, in a two..column, front..page 
--------
editorial on March 28, 196.5, reviewed the recent disgraceful events in 
the state and called far action to convince the world "that Alabama is 
at work in a pasi tive, constructive ma.nner correcting past ills and 
lBenjamin Muse, The American Negro Revolution (Bloomington, 
Indiana, 1968), p~ 17~ 
2Ibid., Po l 74Q 
facing up to realities of the Negro insistence on further redress •113 
This state has been described by one angered non-
Alabamian as a place that ought to have a fence 
built around it, which ought to be isolated. It 
is a tragic, offensive description of bitterness. 
But that's the way a great n:any people are think-
ing of us-and they doil' t s,.eparate the bed-.sheet 
brutes from decent, churchgoing, law-abiding folk. 
The people who can do something about this know 
who they are. If· elected leaders don 1t put us on 
a better, more effective, mare convincing course, 
then these other Alabama leaders rm.1st do something 
about it. They'd better do it soon ar you can 
reslly put up a headstone over this entire corion .. 
wealth that will forever read '1Here We Rest.'' 
Rarely has momentous legislation been enacted so directly in response 
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to one spectacular upheaval as the Voting Rights Act of 1965. President 
Johns on had far several months contemplated offering a voting rights 
bill in Congress. This intention was announc.ed on February 6, 1965. No 
one was aware of the need far a mare drastic measure than Attorney 
General Katzenbach and men like John Dear in the Justice Department, 
but it was unlikely that the Administration would have felt it pcssible 
to go as far as it did in the bill with out the unwitting help of Sheriff 
Clark, Governor Wallace, and company, and the bonfire lit by S .N.C.C. 
and Martin Luther King. 
Like the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting 
Rights Act of 1965 was a bipartisan achievement. 
Republicans in Congress were anxious to restore 
the hist9ric image, oblitera.ted'in the Goldwater 
presidential campaign, of .the Republican party 
~s t~e Neg!li'o' s ;friend •. · They bega.111 ea6ly to prod 
President Johnson for a stro~ voting rights 
recommendation, and several House Republicans in-
3J:bid., P• 176. 
4Ibid., ppa 176-177~ 
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troduced a bill of their own,5 
A number of minimum changes were rrade to clarify provisions of the 
bill and to fortify it against arguments of unconstitutionality. The 
greatest controversy, and four weeks of delay, were caused by the efforts 
of Senator Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts to ban the poll tax in 
state and local elections. 
The poll tax had already been banned in federal elections by 
Amendment DIV of the Constitution, ratified in 1964, but four states--
Alabama, Mississippi, Texas, and Virginia,..-still imposed the tax as a 
voter qualification in other elections. The poll tax ban amendment was 
defeated, but only by the bare majority of 49 to 45. 6 
Nevertheless the bill finally passed declaring the finding of 
Congress that the poll tax abridged the constitutional right of citizens 
to vote and directing the Attorney General to seek its invalidation 
thrrugh the courts. The Supreme Court eliminated the poll tax com.. 
pletely in a decision nine months later. 
In signing the bill into law on August 6, 1965, Presio.ent Johnson 
recalled that Negroes had come to these shares originally "in darkness 
and in chains, 11 and saidi 11 Today we strike away the last major shackle 
of those fierce and ancient bonds, Today the Negro story and the 
American story fuse and blend. 117 Implementation of the new law pro.. 
ceeded with extra ordinary dispatch. 
Prospective Negro voters promptly jammed federal examiners I 
5Ibid., P• 178. 
6rbid., p. 17$>. 
7Ibide, P• 180. 
offices in the Black Belt. Hundreds turned out to register in Selma. 
A Justice Department secretary showed that in the first two months 
110,000 Negroes were registered by local officials in the affected 
states, and by October 25, 1965, 56, 000 additional Negroes had been 
registered by federal examiners. 
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By August 6, 1966, one year after the signing of the Voting Rights 
Act, the number of Negroes registered to vote in six Southern states 
affected was estimated at lj289.11000, or neiarly 46 percent of those of 
voting age. In Alabams the number of Negroes on the voting lists more 
than doubled, increasing from 113,493 to 248,ooo, or 51.5 perc·ent of 
the Negro voting age population. 
Despite this increase, however, fewer southern black!:! than sruthern 
whites were registered in spring and summE;II', 1970: the figures were 
66 and 83 percent of voting..,age citizens, respectively, The disparity 
was particularly great in Alabama where 96 percent of whites compared 
to 64 percent of Negroes were registered. 8 
'Ille substance of this thesis has endeavored to bring into per-
spective a struggle for voting equality in .America. The method of non-
violence used by Dr. Martin Luther King has showed that social change 
can come in American society and that in our constitutional democracy 
there is a conscious awareness of the need for such change. The Selma 
to Montgomery March was one of the most evident demonstrations in the 
last decade, a period of great stress and social change in our society, 
Saichard .A. Watson, Promise and Performance of American Democrac;y: 
(New York, 1972), p. 525. - · -
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of the fact that equal oppartuni ty must e:ltie t. Our nation will forever 
be indebted to Dr. Martin Luther King for his contribution to this 
effort. 
A S ELED TED m: BU OGRAPHY 
'!he bibliography is quite comprehensive since only a fraction of 
the works were used in footnotes and documentation. Since research 
for this thesis was the mes t acute problem and writing on such a con.. 
temporary issue the author felt it was part of his contribution to 
submit a strong bibliography to encourage scholarship in this recent 
era in American social and intellectual history. 
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The voting statistics do reveal a change in voter registration and 
participation in Dallas and Lowndes ccunties in the state of Alabama. 
The examination of the voting tables covers two three-year periods--
. 
1962 - 1965 and 1965 - 1968. Each represents a change in voter re-
sponse. 
The analysis covers the two senatorial, two presidential, and gov-
ernor eleo~ionm ae a composite to measure the level of change that re-
•ulted from the paa•age of the 1965 Voting Right Acta There is a com-
posite •heet that gives the total breakdown of each of the election80 
There are, however, ma:tzy more iem~e• that are involved in a'lJY election 
analysis that this examination does not take into account. But at 
least in three distinct levels som.e measure of change was recorded. 
These two rural counties, Dallas and Lowndes, are unique in that they-
are both 90 percent Negro and are located in the historic Black Belt 
in the state of Alabama. 
Despite this increase, however, ferwer Southern 
blacks than Southern whites were registered in 
spring and summer, 1970: the figures were 66 
and 83 percent of voting-age citizens, respectively. 
'lhe disparity was particularly great in Alabama 
where 96 percent of whites compared to 6'.) percent 
of Negroes ware r egis ter ed. 1 
lRichard A. Watson, Premise and Performance of American Dertocracy 
(New York, 1972), p. 525. · - -
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APPENmx G 
THE COMPOSITE VOTING STATISTICS FOR DALLAS AND 
LOWNDES COUNTY, ALABAMA IN 'IRE 1962 SENATORIAL 
ELECTION, THE 1964 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, 
THE 1966 GOVENORSin:P, THE 1968 
SENATORIAL ELECTION 
1962 - S enatarial 
Percentage 
1960 Census Total Rep - Dem Total Vote Mijar Vote 
P ~ula ti ~!1 , C oun~y Vote Re_e. Dem. Other Plurality ltS? .. Dem. .. R7J?. De!!!,: 
56,667 
15,417 
56,667 
15,417 
56,667 
15,417 
16,636 
15,417 
Dallas 
Lowndes 
4,327 2,788 1,539 
1,003 663 340 
1966 - Senatorial 
D9.1ias- 13,952 5,159 8,529 
Lowndes 2,317 .. 848 1,336 
264 
133 
1964 - Presidential, 
1,249 R 
323 R 
64.4% 35.6% 64.4% 35.6% 
66.1% 33.9% 66.1% 33.9% 
3, 370 D 37. C'f/, 6i.'l% 37. 7% 62. 3% 
488 D J6.6'1, 51. 7% 38.8% 61.2% 
Dallas 6,607 5,888 719 .5,888 R 89 .l'I, 100 '1, 
Lowndes 1,858 1~548 310 1,548 83.3% 100 'f, 
1968 - Presidential 
A.I.P. A.I .. P. 
Dallas 1,246 -6,516 8,798 76 2,282 A 52.9% 7.5% 39.2% 
Lowndes 3~263 234 1,_822 80 695 A 55.8% 7.2% 34.5% 
0) 
\1t 
1968 - Senatorial 
Percentage 
1960 Census Total Rep - Dem Total Vote kiij or Vote 
PC£ula tion Coun.,ty Vote Re,.E• Dem. Other Plurality ReE-, Dem. RE£. Dem. 
56j667 
15,417 
56I667 
15,417 
D9.llas 13,153 
Lowndes 2, 753 
2,444 7,507 
618 14,463 
3,202 5,063 D 
672 845 D 
1966 ~ Governorship 
18.6% 57.1% 24.6% 75.4% 
22.4% 53.1% 29.7% 70.3% 
~---- -------____________ _,,_'"""' ____ _ 
Tullas 15, 245 
Lowndes 2, 592 
2,326 11,388 
481 2,049 
1,531 9,062 D 
62 1,568 D 
15.3% 74.7% 17.0% 83.0% 
18.6% 79.1% 19.0% 81.0% 
co 
°' 
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